CASE STUDY:
MINDCHAMPS SINGAPORE
“ESET has visibly enhanced MindChamps’ computer security with a good level of
protection anddetection rate. The reasonable speed of scanning and the provision of
supportive technical services gives me conﬁdence in ESET,”
Harvey Sim, Senior Manager, MindChamps Information Technology

THE COMPANY

FULFILLED REQUIREMENTS

MindChamps is an international award-winning mind
development institute that train students in the Art of
Learning How To Learn and the development of their
Champion Mindset. With over 60,000 graduates,
MindChamps programs empower pre-school to tertiary
level students with the latest and most practical
strategies to achieve their full potential.

Hence the Senior Manager stated his expectation of a
security solution for MindChamps must include central
management, central updates, desktop ﬁrewall, antivirus,
anti-spam, anti-malware, host-based intrusion protection,
auto network location proﬁle switching and is able to
support Windows, Mac and Linux. Harvey found ESET
Endpoint Security, ESET Remote Administrator and ESET
NOD32 Business Edition for Mac as the most suitable
product that fulﬁlls these requirements.
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He added the best ESET feature is to enable tasks running
on multiple endpoints through the ESET Remote
Administrator. Lastly Harvey recommends the use of ESET
as it offers good protection and is efficient when
deploying policies.

CHALLENGES
An interview with Senior Manager, Harvey Sim from
MindChamps Information Technology department
revealed that he previously had challenges in protecting
endpoint, content ﬁltering, IDS, IPS and allowance of
BYOD. Using the previous two versions of another
software had caused problems for Harvey as its remote
deployment was very manual.

THE RESULT
“ESET has visibly enhanced MindChamps’ computer
security with a good level of protection and detection rate.
The reasonable speed of scanning and the provision of
supportive technical services gives me conﬁdence in ESET,”
said Harvey Sim.
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